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To evaluate the working state of the smart grid, users need to count the status of devices collected by multiple smart meters. To
avoid network congestion during data collection processes in the smart grid, an aggregation protocol is required to aggregate
messages frommultiple smart meters into one short message. However, since these messages may contain sensitive information of
smart meters, privacy is a fundamental requirement for such a data aggregation protocol. At the same time, to avoid tampering of
transmitted messages, data integrity is another important requirement during data aggregation. Currently, the privacy issue has
been well addressed by using homomorphic encryption algorithms such as the Paillier cryptographic system, where multiple
smart meters use the same encryption key for encrypting different messages. However, the integrity issue is much harder than the
privacy issue since multiple smart meters use different private keys for signing different messages. To address the integrity issue,
we propose a novel data aggregation protocol for the smart grid, called DASG. In DASG, we shall show how to aggregate
signatures from multiple smart meters using the Chinese Remainder theorem and the Lagrange interpolation techniques, re-
spectively. Since these two techniques can aggregate multiple messages into one, DASG is quite light-weight. +erefore, our newly
designed data aggregation protocol for the smart grid can achieve both security and efficiency goals in the smart grid environment.
Experimental results show that DASG is feasible for real world applications.

1. Introduction

Recently, the smart grid has been widely deployed all over
the world, which provides an intelligent power supply for
smart cities [1]. In the smart grid environment, smart
meters, users, and the grid operator’s network elements may
communicate with each other for various applications, such
as state estimation of the power distribution system and
demand-side management [2]. Typically, traffic data in
smart grid applications include billing data (e.g., active
energy consumption data and reactive energy consumption
data) and operational data (e.g., power, voltage, current,
power outage logs, and alarms) [3, 4].

A big challenge is that the smart grid network has to
handle a large number of messages collected by smart
meters. As shown in [5, 6], each smart meter may send a few
kilobytes of data every 15–60 minutes to grid operators.
When there are a lot of smart meters, network congestion

will occur [7–9]. Moreover, adversaries may track data flows
and establish attacks on smart meters [10]. +erefore, to
avoid network congestion and data-flow tracking in the
smart grid, a data aggregation protocol for the smart grid is
desired, which can aggregate multiple messages into one
short message. By doing so, the number of messages
transmitted across the operator’s network is reduced, and
the network congestion is avoided. Moreover, since mes-
sages from multiple smart meters are aggregated into one
short message, adversaries will no longer be able to track the
data flow from smart meters.

Regardless of the underground technology imple-
mented, a typical Data Aggregation protocol for Smart Grid
(DASG) includes five entities as shown in Figure 1 [11]: the
Data Repository (DR) who stores aggregated data, the user
who downloads aggregated data from the data repository,
the gateway who aggregates messages from multiple smart
meters and then sends the aggregated message to the data
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repository, the Smart Meter (SM) who collects data and
sends back to the data repository over the gateway, the Key
Distribution Center (KDC) who is a trusted entity for
distributing keys to the gateway, smart meters, and the user.
+ere are mainly two processes, namely, the key distribution
process and the data aggregation process. During the key
distribution process, the KDC distributes keys to smart
meters, the gateway, and the user for protecting the sub-
sequent data flow. During the data aggregation process, the
gateway aggregates status messages from multiple smart
meters into one short message and sends them to the data
repository for storage. +en, the user downloads aggregated
message for status statistics.

Security is the main concern for DASG, which mainly
includes two parts, namely, privacy and integrity. Currently,
the privacy issue is well addressed by homomorphic en-
cryption algorithms. In this sort of schemes, smart meters
encrypt transmitted messages with the user’s public key, the
gateway aggregates multiple encrypted messages into one
short message without knowing the corresponding plain-
texts, and the user decrypts the aggregated short message to
get the status information. However, the integrity problem is
still unsolved. Since multiple messages to be aggregated are
signed with different private keys, the integrity problem is
much harder. Unfortunately, the integrity issue is very
important for DASG as illustrated below. If the adversary
tampers with status information contained in the data flow,
the user may make the wrong decision based on the tam-
pered data, resulting in chaos over the smart grid. +erefore,
the data aggregation protocol in the smart grid should
provide integrity protection for collected data.

Efficiency is the second serious concern for DASG. First,
due to limited resources, smart meters are seriously con-
cerned about the high computation and communication
costs for processing data illustrated as follows: (1) smart
meters will typically process a variety of data. To provide
privacy and integrity protections, smart meters have to run
complicated cryptographic algorithms on collected data
before sending it to the gateway, leading to high compu-
tation cost. (2) Transmitting a large volume of data to the
gateway will result in high communication cost. Second,
since the gateway has to aggregate a lot of messages from
multiple smart meters, the computation cost on it will be
quite high. +erefore, the data aggregation protocol in the

smart grid should be highly efficient to handle a lot of
messages.

Taking both integrity and efficiency into account, we aim
to design a data aggregation protocol for smart grids. +is
newly designed data aggregation protocol can aggregate
messages collected from multiple smart meters into one
short message. More specifically, the data aggregation
protocol for the smart grid should fulfill the following
requirements.

(1) Integrity. It should be guaranteed that the adversary
cannot tamper with the transmitted data in this
protocol.

(2) Status statistics. It should be guaranteed that the data
aggregation protocol can evaluate the status of the
smart grid. For example, the user may want to count
the number of smart meters whose currents are
higher than a dangerous value. Or, the user may want
to count the number of smart meters whose devices
are shut down. In all these kinds of applications, the
gateway needs to compute the sum of messages from
multiple smart meters.

(3) Computation cost. It should be guaranteed that the
computation costs on smart meters, the gateway, and
the user are low when running the data aggregation
protocol.

(4) Communication cost. It should be guaranteed that
the communication costs across the smart grid are
low by running the data aggregation protocol.
Obviously, designing a data aggregation protocol for
a smart grid is a nontrivial task illustrated as follows.
First, the data aggregation protocol has to aggregate
multiple messages signed by different private keys
into one short message. Second, the data aggregation
protocol should have the status statistics feature.
+ird, since there are a large number of messages to
be aggregated by the gateway, the efficiency of a data
aggregation protocol should be quite high. Recently,
data aggregation protocols for smart grids have fo-
cused on the privacy feature during data aggregation,
while the integrity feature has been largely neglected.
Furthermore, when working on this research topic,
we observe that there is no cryptographic primitive
which can be directly applied to satisfy all the above
requirements. Detailed analysis for arriving at this
conclusion is presented in the next section.+is issue
is becoming more and more serious with the ex-
plosive deployment of smart grids in the real world.
Motivated by this observation, we mainly make three
contributions in this paper illustrated as follows.

(1) We first identify the characteristics of data aggre-
gation in smart grids and then present a compre-
hensive set of requirements for the protocol of this
kind. We show some problems of current data ag-
gregation protocols in smart grids.

(2) We propose a novel data aggregation protocol for
smart grids called DASG, which can fulfill all the
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Figure 1: System model of DASG.
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above-given security and efficiency requirements.
Moreover, different from current data aggregation
protocols in smart grids, DASG mainly focuses on
the integrity issue. To satisfy all the above-given
requirements, we’ll design two homomorphic sign-
ing algorithms based on the Lagrange interpolation
function [12] and the Chinese Remainder theorem
[13], which allow the gateway to aggregate multiple
messages signed by different private keys. Since these
two techniques are quite light-weight, DASG can
enjoy the high efficiency feature.

(3) We analyze the security of DASG, which shows that
it satisfies the above requirements (1) and (2). And,
we evaluate the efficiency of DASG, which shows that
it satisfies the above requirements (3) and (4).

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
we survey the related work in Section 2. Second, we present
the DASG protocol in Section 3. +ird, we analyze the se-
curity of DASG in Section 4. Fourth, we evaluate the effi-
ciency of DASG in Section 5. Finally, we draw our
conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Due to the large volume of data to be collected, data ag-
gregation is an essential protocol in smart grid, which can
reduce the volume of transmitted data significantly and
hence avoid network congestion. Since adversaries may
intercept and tamper with transmitted data, privacy and
integrity are basic requirements for data aggregation pro-
tocols. +erefore, many works have focused on designing
secure and efficient data aggregation protocols. Typically,
these data aggregation protocols can be categorized into
three types, namely, perturbation-based data aggregation,
partition-based data aggregation, and homomorphic-en-
cryption-based data aggregation. In the following para-
graphs, we shall analyze them, respectively.

Perturbation-based data aggregation is the first tech-
nique for addressing the privacy issue in smart grid. In this
kind of scheme, smart meters provide privacy protection for
original data by adding random numbers to it [14–19]. For
example, in [14], the authors introduced a cluster-based data
aggregation protocol with privacy protection. In [15], the
authors provided a K-indistinguishable privacy-preserving
data aggregation protocol. In [16], the authors proposed a
differential-privacy-based data aggregation protocol. In
general, the random numbers can be random noises [17, 18]
or interferences [19]. However, adding perturbations to the
original data will lead to high computation costs. Moreover,
perturbation-based data aggregation protocols cannot pre-
vent adversaries from tampering data.

Partition-based data aggregation is the second technique
for addressing the privacy issue in the smart grid. In this
kind of scheme, original data are split into multiple parti-
tions to achieve the privacy-preserving goal. For example, in
[20], the authors designed a partition-mixture technique for
data aggregation, and the authors in [21, 22] presented a data
aggregation protocol based on secret-sharing. However,

partition-based data aggregation protocols will lead to data
loss an high communication costs among smart meters,
resulting in failure of aggregation.

Homomorphic-encryption-based data aggregation is the
third technique for addressing the privacy issue in the smart
grid. In this kind of scheme, smart meters encrypt the
original data, and the gateway aggregates data from multiple
smart meters without decrypting it to provide privacy
protection. For example, in [23–25], several addition ho-
momorphic algorithms were designed for smart grid. In
[26], the authors introduced a concealed data aggregation
protocol. In [27, 28], the authors proposed a multi-layer
security protection protocol for data aggregation. However,
this sort of schemes will lead to high computation costs and
cannot provide integrity protections for transmitted data.

+ere are several more approaches for data aggregation
in smart grid. For example, in [29], the authors used the
block-chain technique for managing the data aggregation
processes [29], and in [4], the authors aggregated data
according to the quality-of-service requirements.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that only the
homomorphic encryption technique can provide privacy
protection for aggregated data well. However, existing ho-
momorphic-encryption-based data aggregation technique
cannot provide integrity protection for transmitted data and
lack the status statistics capacity. Moreover, many schemes
will lead to low efficiency. +e issues of existing schemes are
shown in Table 1. +erefore, it is desirable to design a data
aggregation protocol for a smart grid, which can efficiently
aggregate data with integrity and statistical capacity.

3. DASG: The Protocol

3.1. Preliminaries

3.1.1. Lagrange Interpolation. +e Lagrange interpolation
function [12] is a linear combination L(x) � 

n
i�0 yili(x) of

Lagrange basis polynomials li(x) � 0≤m≤n,m≠ix − xm/xi −

xm, where 0≤ i≤ n, and (xi, yi), 0≤ i≤ n  is a set of different
2-dimension vectors.

Specifically, for n � 1, the following equation holds:
L(0) � y00 − x1/x0 − x1 + y10 − x0/x1 − x0.

3.1.2. Chinese Remainder +eorem. Given a set of k integers
S � n1, . . . , nk  whose elements are pairwise relatively
prime, and a system of simultaneous congruences
x � a1modn1, x � a2modn2, . . . , x � akmodnk , the
unique solution for x modulo n � n1 . . . nk for the following
system of simultaneous congruences is x � 

k
i�1 aiNiMi

where Ni � n/ni and Mi � N−1
i modni [13].

3.1.3. Bilinear Map. Let G and GT be two cyclic groups with
the same prime order p (i.e., |G| � |GT| � p). Let g be the
generator of G. +en, a bilinear map group is defined as
e: G × G⟶ GT, where e has the following properties:

(1) Bilinearity. For ∀x, y ∈ Zp, e(gx, gy) � e(g, g)xy �

e(gxy, g) � e(g, gxy) � e(gy, gx). For ∀A, B ∈ G,
e(AB, g) � e(A, g)e(B, g)
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(2) Nondegeneracy. ∃A, B ∈ G such that e(A, B)≠ 1GT

(3) Computability. For ∀A, B ∈ G, it is efficient to cal-
culate e(A, B)

+e above-given e can be constructed by theWeil or Tate
pairings [30, 31] on elliptic curves.

3.2. SystemModel. +e system model of DASG is described
in the following subsections, and Table 2 lists the notations
used in this paper.

3.2.1. +e Key Distribution Process. Figure 2 shows the key
distribution process of DASG. During this process, the KDC
first initializes the set of public and private keying materials

of the data aggregation system. +e initialization algorithm
(InitDASG) is defined as follows.

skKDC, pkKDC ←InitDASG(λ). +is algorithm is run by
the key distribution center for initializing system parameters
for DASG. It takes the parameter of security strength (λ) as
input, and outputs the private key of the KDC (skKDC) and
the corresponding public key of the KDC (pkKDC).

For the user (UID) who wants to verify and use the
aggregated message, the KDC distributes pkKDC to it.

For the gateway (GW) who aggregates messages received
frommultiple SMs, theKDCgenerates the private key (skGW) and
the corresponding public key (pkGW) for the gateway. And then,
the KDC distributes (skGW, pkGW, pkKDC) to the gateway. +e
key generating algorithm for the gateway is illustrated as follows.

skGW, pkGW ←GenkeyGW(skKDC, pkKDC,GW). +is
algorithm is run by the key distribution center for generating
public and private keys for the gateway. It takes as inputs the
private key of the KDC (skKDC), the public key of the KDC
(pkKDC), and the gateway’s identity (GW), and outputs the
private key of the gateway (skGW) and the corresponding
public key of the gateway (pkGW).

For the i th smart meter (SMi) who sends a message to
the gateway for aggregation, the KDC generates the private
key (skSMi) and the corresponding public key (pkSMi) for the
SMi. And then, the KDC distributes (skSMi, pkSMi, pkKDC) to
the i th smart meter. +e key generating algorithm for the
SMi is illustrated as follows.

Table 1: Comparison of different schemes.

Perturbation-based schemes Partition-based schemes Homomorphic-encryption-based schemes
Integrity protection × × ×

Privacy protection Partially Partially √
High efficiency × × ×

Table 2: Notations in this paper.

Notation Description
skKDC, pkKDC +e private key and the public key of the key distribution center, respectively
λ +e security strength of this data aggregation system
skGW, pkGW +e private key and the public key of the gateway, respectively
skSMi, pkSMi +e private key and the public key of the i th smart meter, respectively
mi, τi +e status reported by SMi, and the corresponding signed and encrypted ciphertext
η � mi, 1≤ i≤ t  +e set of messages to be aggregated by the gateway
τ � τi, 1≤ i≤ t  +e set of signatures to be aggregated by the gateway
t +e number of smart meters in DASG
π +e short message aggregated by the gateway
Ω +e short signature aggregated by the gateway
UID, GW, SMi +e identities of the user, the gateway, and the smart meters, respectively
a1, a2, . . . , al, Am, sks Private keying materials of the key distribution center in the construction based on the Chinese remainder theorem
G, g, p, pks, A, u Public keying materials of the key distribution center in the construction based on the Chinese remainder theorem
A1, B1, skgw Private keying materials of the gateway in the construction based on the Chinese remainder theorem
skSMi, Ai+1, Bi+1 Private keying materials of the SMi in the construction based on the Chinese remainder theorem

ska, skb

Private keying materials of the key distribution center in the construction based on the Lagrange interpolation
function

G, g, p, pka, pkb, u
Public keying materials of the key distribution center in the construction based on the Lagrange interpolation

function
h(·) h: Zp→Zp is a hash function
H(·) H: Zp→G is a hash function
IDi +e index for uniquely identifying mi
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Figure 2: +e key distribution process of DASG.
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skSMi, pkSMi ←GenkeySM(skKDC, pkKDC, SMi). +is al-
gorithm is run by the key distribution center for generating
public and private keys for the i th smart meter. It takes as
inputs the private key of the KDC (skKDC), the public key of the
KDC (pkKDC), and the i th smart meter’s identity (SMi), and
outputs the private key of the i th smart meter (skSMi) and the
corresponding public key of the i th smart meter (pkSMi).

After the initialization phase, the data center holds (skKDC
and pkKDC), the user holds pkKDC, the gateway holds (skGW,
pkGW, and pkKDC), and the SMi holds (skSMi, pkSMi, and pkKDC).

3.2.2. +e Data Aggregation Process. Figure 3 shows the data
aggregation process of DASG. Assuming there are t smart
meters, the data aggregation process mainly includes three
steps. First, each smart meter will send a message to the
gateway. Second, the gateway will aggregate all the messages
into one short message, and compute the corresponding
signature from multiple signatures from SMs. Finally, the
user will verify the aggregated message. +e details of these
three steps are illustrated as follows.

Step 1. Before each smart meter (SMi) sends a message (mi)
to the gateway for aggregation, it will sign this message using
the Signing algorithm, which is illustrated as follows.

τi ←Signing(mi, skSMi, pkSMi, pkKDC). +is algorithm is
run by the SMi for signing the message mi. It takes as inputs
the message to be signed (mi), the SMi’s private key (skSMi),
the SMi’s public key (pkSMi), the KDC’s public key (pkKDC),
and outputs the signature (τi).

Step 2. Upon receiving the set of t messages
(η � mi, 1≤ i≤ t ) and the corresponding signatures (τ �

τi, 1≤ i≤ t ), the gateway aggregates η, τ into one short
message π and one short signature Ω using the Aggre al-
gorithm, which is illustrated as follows.

π,Ω{ }←Aggre(η, τ, skGW, pkGW, pkKDC). +is algorithm
is run by the gateway for aggregating the set of messages (η)
and the corresponding set of signatures (τ) from multiple
smart meters. It takes as inputs the set of messages (η), the
set of signatures (τ), the gateway’s private key (skGW), the
gateway’s public key (pkGW), the KDC’s public key (pkKDC),
and outputs the aggregated message (π), and the corre-
sponding aggregated signature (Ω).

Step 3. After data aggregation, the gateway stores π and Ω
to the data repository, and the user downloads π and Ω for
verifying the aggregated message (π) and the corre-
sponding signature (Ω) using the Verify algorithm, which
is illustrated as follows.

True, False{ }←Verify(π,Ω, pkKDC). +is algorithm is
run by the user for verifying the aggregated message π. It
takes as inputs the aggregated message (π), the aggregated
signature (Ω), the KDC’s public key (pkKDC), and outputs
True if the message passed the verification. Otherwise, it
outputs False.

After the data aggregation process, the user gets the sum
of messages from multiple smart meters (π), and checks the
integrity of π using the Verify algorithm, which is the status
statistics information of the smart grid.

In the above-given system model, the set of messages (η)
is signed by smart meters and aggregated by the gateway, the
user can make sure whether η is tampered by verifying π and
Ω. +erefore, the newly designed protocol has the integrity
feature. Since π is the sum of messages from multiple smart
meters, the newly designed protocol has the status statistics
feature. So, DASG can achieve the security goals described in
Section 1. In Section 4, we shall further analyze the security
of DASG.

3.3. Construction. +e construction of DASG is a tuple
(InitDASG,GenkeyGW,GenkeySM, Signing,Aggre,Verify)
of probabilistic polynomial time algorithms. In the following
two subsections, we shall present two constructions based on
the Chinese Remainder theorem and the Lagrange inter-
polation function, respectively.

3.3.1. Construction Based on the Chinese Remainder theorem.
skKDC, pkKDC ←InitDASG(λ). +e key distribution center
runs this algorithm for initializing system parameters for
DASG as follows. First, the key distribution center generates
a group G with a random generator g and a λ-bit prime
order p. Second, the key distribution center randomly
generates l numbers a1 < a2 < . . . < al ∈ Zp where a1, . . . , al

are pairwise relatively prime and computes
Am � 

2
i�1 ai, A � 

l
i�1 ai. +ird, the key distribution center

randomly generates u ∈ G. Fourth, the key distribution
center randomly generates the main signing key as
sks ∈ (al, Am) and computes the corresponding public key
pks � gsks . Finally, the key distribution center gets skKDC �

a1, a2, . . . , al, Am, sks  and pkKDC � G, g, p, pks, A, u .
skGW, pkGW ←GenkeyGW(skKDC, pkKDC,GW). +e

key distribution center runs this algorithm for generating
public and private keys for the gateway as follows. First, the
key distribution center computes the aggregating key as
skgw � sksmoda1. Second, the key distribution center
computes the related materials A1 � A/a1 and
B1 � A−1

1 moda1. Finally, the key distribution center gets
skGW � A1, B1, skgw  and pkGW � gskgw .

skSMi, pkSMi ←GenkeySM(skKDC, pkKDC, SMi). +e key
distribution center runs this algorithm for generating public
and private keys for the i th smart meter as follows. First, the
key distribution center computes skSMi � sksmod ai+1.
Second, the key distribution center computes the related
materials Ai+1 � A/ai+1 and Bi+1 � A−1

i+1modai+1. +ird, the
key distribution center computes the public key as pkSMi �

gskSMi . Finally, the key distribution center gets
skSMi � skSMi, Ai+1, Bi+1  and pkSMi � gskSMi .

Gateway
(Aggre)

User
(Verify)

Data
Repository 

m1, τ1

mi, τi

mt, τt SMt (Signing)

π, Ωπ, Ω
…

SM1 (Signing)

Figure 3: +e data aggregation process of DASG.
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τi ←Signing(mi, skSMi, pkSMi, pkKDC). +e SMi runs
this algorithm for signing the message mi as τi �

(H(I Di)umi )skSMiAi+1Bi+1 , where H: Zp⟶ G is a hash
function, and IDi is the index for uniquely identifying mi.

π,Ω{ }←Aggre(η, τ, skGW, pkGW, pkKDC). +e gateway
runs this algorithm for aggregating the set of messages (η �

m1, . . . , mt ) and the corresponding set of signatures
(τ � τ1, . . . , τt ) and frommultiple smart meters as follows.
First, the gateway aggregates messages as π � 

t
i�1 mi. Sec-

ond, the gateway computes Ω � (uπ 
t
i�1 H

(IDi))skgwA1B1 
t
i�1 τi.

True, False{ }←Verify(π,Ω, pkKDC). +e user runs this
algorithm for verifying the aggregated message π as
e(Ω, g)? � e(uπ 

t
i�1 H(IDi), pks). If the above-given

equation holds, this algorithm returns True. Otherwise, it
returns False.

3.3.2. Construction Based on the Lagrange Interpolation
Function. skKDC, pkKDC ←InitDASG(λ). +e key distri-
bution center runs this algorithm for initializing system
parameters for DASG as follows. First, the key distribution
center generates a group G with a random generator g and a
λ-bit prime order p. Second, the key distribution center
randomly generates two private keys ska, skb ∈ Zp, and gets
L(x) � ska + skbxmodp. +ird, the key distribution center
randomly generates u ∈ G. Fourth, the key distribution
center computes pka � gska and pkb � gskb . Finally, the key
distribution center gets skKDC � ska, skb  and
pkKDC � G, g, p, pka, pkb, u .

skGW, pkGW ←GenkeyGW(skKDC, pkKDC,GW). +e
key distribution center runs this algorithm for generating
public and private keys for the gateway as follows. First, the
key distribution center computes the aggregating key as
skGW � ska + skbh(GW) ∈ Zp, where h: Zp⟶ Zp is a
hash function. Second, the key distribution center computes
the corresponding public key as pkGW � gskGW .

skSMi, pkSMi ←GenkeySM(skKDC, pkKDC, SMi ). +e
key distribution center runs this algorithm for generating
public and private keys for the i th smart meter as follows.
First, the key distribution center computes the signing key as
skSMi � ska + skbh(SMi) ∈ Zp, where h: Zp⟶ Zp is a
hash function. Second, the key distribution center computes
the corresponding public key as pkSMi � gskSMi .

τi ←Signing(mi, skSMi, pkSMi, pkKDC). +e SMi runs
this algorithm for signing the message mi as
τi � (H(I Di)umi )skSMi , where H: Zp⟶ G is a hash
function, and IDi is the index for uniquely identifying mi.

π,Ω{ }←Aggre(η, τ, skGW, pkGW, pkKDC). +e gateway
runs this algorithm for aggregating the set of messages (η �

m1, . . . , mt ) and the corresponding set of signatures (τ �

τ1, . . . , τt ) and from multiple smart meters as follows.
First, the gateway aggregates messages as π � 

t
i�1 mi. Sec-

ond, the gateway computes Ω � 
t
i�1

((H(IDi)umi )skGWh(SMi)/ h(SMi))− h(GW)τh(GW)/h(GW) − h(SMi)
i ).

True, False{ }←Verify(π,Ω, pkKDC). +e user runs this
algorithm for verifying the aggregated message π as
e(Ω, g)? � e(uπ 

t
i�1 H(IDi), pka). If the above-given

equation holds, this algorithm returns True. Otherwise, it
returns False.

3.3.3. Discussions on the Two Constructions. In the above-
given constructions, the message containing the status
information (mi) is signed by the smart meter. +en, the
gateway aggregates multiple messages and the corre-
sponding signatures into one short message and the
corresponding short signature. Finally, the user checks the
integrity of the aggregated short message using the key
distribution center’s public key (pkKDC). So, DASG can
achieve the integrity goal. In Section 4, we shall further
analyze the integrity of DASG.

In the above-given constructions, multiple messages
containing the status information (m1, . . . , mt) are added up
by the gateway, and the user can get the sum contained in the
aggregated short message (π). So, DASG can achieve the
status statistics goal.

In the above constructions, the smart meters and the
gateway only uses a few modular exponentiation operations
for signing and aggregating multiple messages. And, the user
only needs two bilinear pairing operations for multiple
messages from smart meters. +erefore, DASG can enjoy
high efficiency. In Section 5, we shall analyze the efficiency of
DASG in detail.

In the above-given constructions, we assume smart
meters are trustworthy. In some scenarios where smart
meters are not trustworthy, two smart meters may be in
collusion with each other to get the main signing key skKDC.
For example, in the construction based on the Chinese
Remainder +eorem, two smart meters may compute the
main signing key as sks � skSMiAi+1Bi+1 + skSMjAj+1Bj+1.
Similarly, in the construction based on the Lagrange in-
terpolation function, two smart meters may compute the
main signing key as ska � skSMjh(SMi)/h(SMi)−

h(SMj) + skSMih(SMj)/h(SMj) − h(SMi). Once these
two smart meters get the main signing key ska (or sks), they
can tamper the aggregated message π, and the corre-
sponding signature Ω. To address this issue, the KDC may
distribute more private keys to the gateway for data ag-
gregation. For example, in the construction based on the
Chinese Remainder +eorem, the KDC may constructs a
(x, l) threshold signature system instead of current (2, l)

threshold system in the InitDASG and distribute a set of
private keys (skgw1 � sksmodagw1, skgw2 � sksmodagw2,
skgw3 � sksmodagw3, . . .) to the gateway instead of only one
private key skgw. In this case, two smart meters will not be
able to compute sks anymore. Moreover, when x> t, even t

smart meters are in collusion, they will not be able to
compute sks.

In the above-given constructions, wemainly focus on the
integrity problem. To provide privacy protection for the
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message mi, a homomorphic encryption algorithm can be
used on mi, and our signing and verification algorithms are
run over encrypted messages.

4. Security Analysis

In this section, we shall first prove the correctness of DASG.
+en, we shall analyze the integrity requirement described in
Section 1.

4.1. Correctness. In Section 3.3, smart meters sign status
messages using the Signing algorithm, the gateway aggre-
gates multiple status messages and their corresponding

signatures into one short message and one short signature
using the Aggre algorithm, and the user checks the integrity
of the aggregated message using the Verify algorithm. In this
subsection, we shall prove the correctness of the Verify
algorithm. +at is to say, if the user, the gateway and the
smart meters run their algorithms correctly, the Verify al-
gorithm will return True.

4.1.1. Correctness of the Chinese-Remainder-+eorem-Based
Construction. First, from the Aggre algorithm, we can see
that

Ω � u
π



t

i�1
H(IDi)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

skgwA1B1

,



t

i�1
τi � 

t

i�1
H(IDi)u

mi( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

skgwA1B1

,



t

i�1
τi � 

t

i�1
H(IDi)u

mi( 
skgwA1B1+skSMiAi+1Bi+1 .

(1)

Second, according to the Chinese Remainder +eorem,
we can get sks � skgwA1B1 + skSMiAi+1Bi+1. +erefore, the
above equation can be further computed as follows:

Ω � 
t

i�1
H(IDi)u

mi( 
sks

� 
t

i�1
H(IDi) 

t

i�1
u

mi⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

sks

� u
π



t

i�1
H(IDi)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

sks

.

(2)

+ird, taking the above equation
Ω � (uπ 

t
i�1 H(IDi))sks into the Verify algorithm, we can

get e(Ω, g) � e((uπ 
t
i�1 H(IDi))sks , g) � e(uπ 

t
i�1

H(IDi), pks).
From the above-given analysis, we can see that our

construction based on the Chinese Remainder theorem is
correct.

4.1.2. Correctness of the Lagrange-Interpolation-Function-
Based Construction. First, from the Aggre algorithm, we can
see that

Ω � 
t

i�1
H(IDi)umi( 

skGWh(SMi)/ h(SMi) − h(GW)τh(GW)/h(GW) − h(SMi)
i 

� 
t

i�1
H(IDi)umi( 

skGWh(SMi)/ h(SMi)− h(GW)+skSMih(GW)/h(GW) − h(SMi)
 .

(3)
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Second, according to the Lagrange interpolation func-
tion, we can get ska � skGWh(SMi)/h(SMi) − h(GW) +

skSMih(GW)/h(GW) − h(SM). +erefore, the above equa-
tion can be further computed as DSLQ

Ω � 
t

i�1
H(IDi)umi( 

ska 

� 

t

i�1
H(IDi) 

t

i�1
u

mi⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

ska

� u
π



t

i�1
H(IDi)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

ska

.

(4)

+ird, taking the above-given equation
Ω � (uπ 

t
i�1 H(IDi))ska into the Verify algorithm, we can

get e(Ω, g) � e((uπ 
t
i�1 H(I Di))ska , g)

� e(uπ 
t
i�1 H(IDi), pka).

From the above-given analysis, we can see that our
construction based on the Lagrange interpolation function is
correct.

4.2. Integrity. From Section 3.3, it can be seen that the newly
designed Signing algorithm is a variation of the famous BLS
signature [32], whose security has been proven in the
random oracle model [33]. +e integrity of our construc-
tions can be proven in a similar way as shown in+eorem 1.

Theorem 1. After qh signing queries, if the adversary A can
forge ((ID′, M′), τM′ ) with the probability ε in time t, C can
solve the GDH problem with the probability ε′ ≈ ε/eqh in time
t′ � t + (2qh + 3)Tme, where Tme is the time cost of modular
exponentiation.

Proof. +e detailed security analysis is shown in the online
supplementary material (available here).

So, both constructions given in Section 3.3 can satisfy the
integrity requirement described in Section 1. □

5. Efficiency Evaluation

In this section, we shall evaluate the efficiency of DASG
according to the requirements described in Section 1,
namely the computation and communication costs.

From Section 3, we can see that DASG includes two
processes, namely the key distribution process and the
data aggregation process. +e computation and com-
munication costs are mainly consumed during the data
aggregation process, while there are a variety of messages
to be signed and aggregated. And, the key distribution
process is run by the key distribution center only once
before the data aggregation process. +erefore, in the
following subsections, we mainly focus on the data ag-
gregation process.

5.1. Computation Costs. During the data aggregation pro-
cess, multiple smart meters sign their messages using the
Signing algorithm with different private keys, the gateway
aggregates multiple messages into one short message using
the Aggr algorithm, and the user checks the integrity of the
aggregated short message using the Verify algorithm.
+erefore, we mainly analyze the computation costs con-
sumed by these three algorithms.

As shown in Section 3, the Signing, Aggr and Verify
algorithms can be constructed based on the Chinese Re-
mainder theorem and the Lagrange interpolation function.
In both constructions, the mathematical operations include
modular exponentiation, bilinear pairing, modular multi-
plication, modular addition, and hash function. Compared
with those of the modular exponentiation and bilinear
pairing operations, the computation costs of the modular
multiplication, the modular addition, and the hash opera-
tions can be omitted. +erefore, in the following evaluation,
we only take the modular exponentiation and bilinear
pairing operations into account.

Currently, there is no data aggregation scheme with
integrity protection. +erefore, to evaluate the compu-
tation costs reduced by our data aggregation construc-
tions, we consider a benchmark scheme, where the
gateway just relays multiple signed messages to the data
repository without aggregating them and the user checks
each message using the pairing algorithm as e(τi, g)? �

e(H(IDi)umi , pkSMi), where τi � (H(IDi)umi )skSMi is the
signature of mi.

Assuming there are t smart meters, we can get the
computation costs consumed by smart meters, the gateway,
and the user, respectively. +e results are shown in Table 3.
Note that, we assume the Signing algorithm is run t times
when computing the total computation costs, since there are
t smart meters.

From Table 3, we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) Computation costs on smart meters. +e compu-
tation costs of the Signing algorithms on each smart
meter in all the three schemes are the same (2Tme)
and are independent of the number of smart meters
(t). +erefore, data aggregation will not increase the
computation costs on smart meters.

(2) Computation costs on the gateway.+e computation
costs of the Aggr algorithms in both the Chinese-
Remainder-+eorem-based construction and the
Lagrange-interpolation-function-based construction
are linear to the number of smart meters (t). In
addition, it is obvious that the computation cost on
the gateway is 0 when the gateway does not aggregate
messages. +erefore, data aggregation will increase
additional computation costs on the gateway

(3) Computation costs on the user. +e computation
costs of the Verify algorithms in all the two schemes
with data aggregation are the same (Tme + 2Tp).
However, when messages are not aggregated by the
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gateway, the user will have to run the Verify algo-
rithm once for each smart meter. +erefore, data
aggregation will decrease the computation cost on
the user.

(4) +e total computation costs. +e total computation
costs in all the three schemes are linear to the number
of smart meters (i.e., t). However, the numbers of
bilinear pairings in schemes with data aggregation
are independent of the number of smart meters, but
this in the benchmark without data aggregation
depends on the number of smart meters. Since bi-
linear pairing is the most costly operation, data
aggregation will potentially decrease the total com-
putation costs as shown in the following paragraphs.

+en, to further compare the computation costs of these
three schemes, we implemented our experiments on a
Laptop with an Intel i7 processor whose clock frequency is
3.40GHz. +e operating system of this Laptop is Win10.
Cryptographic libraries installed on this Laptop include
OPENSSL [34] and PBC [35]. For investigating the com-
putation costs of modular exponentiation and bilinear
pairing, we used the 160-bit elliptic curve group [36, 37].
After experimentation, we get Tme � 0.7ms and Tp � 29ms.
Taking these two results into Table 3, we get the time costs of
algorithms used in these three schemes, as shown in Table 4.

From Table 4, we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) +e computation costs of the Signing algorithms in
all the three schemes are 1.4ms, which are quite light
weight. +erefore, smart meters enjoy high effi-
ciency, which is suitable for the smart grid, where
smart meters are low-power devices.

(2) Aggregating multiple messages into one short
message will increase the computation cost on the
gateway. In both the Chinese-Remainder-+eorem-
based and the Lagrange-interpolation-function-
based constructions, the computation costs are linear
to the number of smart meters. When there are a lot
of smart meters, the computation cost of the Chi-
nese-Remainder-+eorem-based construction is
around 1/3 to that of the Lagrange-interpolation-

function-based construction, since limt⟶∞(0.7t +

0.7/2.1t) � (1/3).
(3) In both Chinese-Remainder-+eorem-based and

Lagrange-interpolation-based constructions, the
verification costs on the user are 58.7ms after data
aggregation, which are quite light weight. On the
other hand, without data aggregation, the verifica-
tion costs will be linear to the number of smart
meters (58.7t). When there are a lot of smart meters,
the computation costs on the user will be quite high.

(4) +e total computation cost of the Chinese-Re-
mainder-+eorem-based construction with data
aggregation is around 3.5% to that of construction
without data aggregation. +is is because
limt⟶∞(2.1t + 59.4/60.1t) � 3.5%. +e total com-
putation cost of the Lagrange-interpolation-based
construction with data aggregation is around 5.8% to
that of construction without data aggregation.+is is
because limt⟶∞(3.5t + 58.7/60.1t) � 5.8%. +e to-
tal computation cost of the Chinese-Remainder-
+eorem-based construction with data aggregation
is around 60% to that of the Lagrange-interpolation-
based construction with data aggregation. +is is
because limt⟶∞(2.1t + 59.4/3.5t + 58.7) � 60%.

In summary, the data aggregation process can reduce the
computation cost on the user by adding additional com-
putation cost on the gateway. And both the Chinese-Re-
mainder-+eorem-based construction and the Lagrange-
interpolation-based construction can reduce the total
computation cost significantly. Moreover, the Chinese-Re-
mainder-+eorem-based construction is more efficient than
the Lagrange-interpolation-based construction. +is is be-
cause the aggregation process on the gateway in the former
scheme is much more efficient. +erefore, DASG can satisfy
the computation cost requirement defined in Section 1.

5.2. Communication Costs. +e communication cost is
evaluated by using the number of messages and lengths of
messages transmitted in DASG.

Table 4: Time costs of algorithms (Unit: ms; t: the number of smart meters).

Signing Aggr Verify Total
Construction based on Chinese remainder theorem (with data aggregation) 1.4 0.7t + 0.7 58.7 2.1t + 59.4
Construction based on Lagrange interpolation function (with data aggregation) 1.4 2.1t 58.7 3.5t + 58.7
+e benchmark construction (without data aggregation) 1.4 0 58.7t 60.1t

Table 3: Computation costs of algorithms (t: the number of smart meters; Tme: the computation cost of the modular exponentiation
operation; Tp: the computation cost of the bilinear pairing operation.).

Signing Aggr Verify Total
Construction based on Chinese remainder theorem (with data aggregation) 2Tme (t + 1)Tme Tme + 2Tp (3t + 2)Tme + 2Tp

Construction based on Lagrange interpolation function (with data aggregation) 2Tme 3tTme Tme + 2Tp (5t + 1)Tme + 2Tp

+e benchmark construction (without data aggregation) 2Tme 0 (Tme + 2Tp)t 3tTme + 2tTp
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+ere are three kinds of messages, namely the messages
sent from smart meters to the gateway, the messages sent
from the gateway to the data repository, and the messages
sent from the data repository to the user.

Similar to the evaluation of computation cost, we
compare the communication costs of the three schemes.
+ey are Chinese-Remainder-+eorem-based construction
with data aggregation, Lagrange-interpolation-function-
based construction with data aggregation, and the bench-
mark construction without data aggregation. Information
transmitted in these messages includes mi, τi, π, and Ω. In
our experiment, we used the 160-bit elliptic curve. In this
case, mi ∈ Zp and π ∈ Zp are integers whose lengths are
160 − bit, while τi and Ω are points on the curve whose
length are 320 − bit. Assuming there are t smart meters, we
can get the number of messages and lengths of messages
transmitted in the three schemes as shown in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively.

From Tables 5 and 6, we can draw the following
conclusions:

(1) +e number of messages and lengths of messages
sent from smart meters to the gateway are linear to
the number of smart meters, and the data aggre-
gation process does not reduce the communication
costs between smart meters and the gateway.

(2) With data aggregation, the number of messages and
the lengths of messages will be independent of the
number of smart meters. On the other hand, without
data aggregation, they will be linear to the number of
smart meters.

(3) When there are a lot of smart meters, the total
number of messages with data aggregation is around
1/3 to that without data aggregation. +is is because
limt⟶∞(t + 2/3t) � (1/3).

(4) When there are a lot of smart meters, the total
lengths of messages with data aggregation is around
1/3 to that without data aggregation. +is is because
limt⟶∞(480t + 960/1440t) � (1/3).

In summary, by data aggregating, the communication
costs can be reduced significantly. +erefore, DASG can
satisfy the communication cost requirement defined in
Section 1.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have designed a data aggregation protocol
for a smart grid called DASG. In DASG, by using the
Chinese Remainder theorem and the Lagrange interpolation
function, the gateway can aggregate multiple messages
signed by different smart meters with different private keys
into one short message, and the user can check the integrity
of the aggregated short message. By doing so, the compu-
tation and communication costs can be reduced signifi-
cantly. Experimental results show that DASG is feasible for
real world applications.

Data Availability

All data generated or analyzed during this study are included
in this published article.

Table 5: Number of messages transmitted in the three schemes (t: the number of smart meters.).

Messages sent from smart
meters to the gateway

Messages sent from the
gateway to the data

repository

Messages sent from the data
repository to the user Total

Construction based on Chinese
remainder theorem (with data
aggregation)

t 1 1 t + 2

Construction based on Lagrange
interpolation function (with data
aggregation)

t 1 1 t + 2

+e benchmark construction (without
data aggregation) t t t 3t

Table 6: Lengths of messages transmitted in the three schemes (Unit: bit; t: the number of smart meters.).

Messages sent from
smart meters to the

gateway

Messages sent from the
gateway to the data

repository

Messages sent from the
data repository to the user Total

Construction based on Chinese
remainder theorem (with data
aggregation)

480t 480 480 480t + 960

Construction based on Lagrange
interpolation function (with data
aggregation)

480t 480 480 480t + 960

+e benchmark construction (without
data aggregation) 480t 480t 480t 1440t
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